
WBAI 4th Quarter 2023 Quarterly Issue Report October 1st - December 31st
Note: This listing is by no mean exhaustive

Subject 
Covered Program Name

Description/Local Relevance Broadcast 
Date/Time/Duration

Minority 
Group Issues

Black Agenda 
Radio

In this week’s segment, we hear about why Ibram X. Kendi and why he remains useful to the neo-liberal establishment despite 
questions about his well-funded research center, and I discussed Joe Biden, Ukraine, fake progressives and the Congressional 
Black Caucus. But first we talk about Haiti and the recent United Nations vote authorizing yet another occupation.

10/05/2023 7:00 pm  1 hour

On The Ground

U.S. presidential candidate Cornel West speaks in DC about the urgency of pursuing peace in Ukraine and about the urgency of 
opposing U.S imperialism. Also, one day after two molotov cocktails were thrown onto the grounds of the Cuban embassy here, 
Cuba supporters gathered there to denounce the attack and demand that the U.S. remove Cuba off its list of so-called sponsors of 
terrorism. 

10/06/2023 9:00 am  1 hour

Vantage Point Disorder on the Border. Fixing America's Broken Immigration System. Reparations is on the Ballot. 10/09/2023 3:00 am  1 hour

Black Agenda 
Radio

In today’s segment we hear about the state of Black politics in Newark and across the country. We also analyze a court case in 
Alabama, where federal judges have ordered the creation of a new majority Black congressional district. But first we hear about the 
people of Gaza, who suffer war crimes at the hands of Israel and the United States.

10/12/2023 7:00 pm  1 hour

Vantage Point Live from Grenada. Honoring the Life and Legacy of Maurice Bishop. 10/16/2023 3:00 pm  1 hour

Black Agenda 
Radio

In today’s segment we hear about a newly published book, a compilation of interviews with notable Black women, and we hear 
directly from representatives of Hamas about the origins of Al Aqsa Flood. But first we learn about members of congress who are 
on record asking the Biden administration to work towards a ceasefire between Israel and Palestinian groups in Gaza.

10/19/2023 7:00 pm  1 hour

Vantage Point Black Faith Leaders Call for Cease Fire in Gaza 11/23/2023 3:00 pm  1 hour

Black Agenda 
Radio

In this week’s segment we hear about the 50th anniversary of the National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression and 
what we should know about the history of Palestine. But first we discuss the upcoming Black People’s March on the White House. 10/26/2023 7:00 pm  1 hour

Black Agenda 
Radio

In this week’s segment we talk about U.S. relations with Israel and support for war crimes which would not take place without 
U.S. support. Also we hear from activists in the Spirit of Mandela coalition. But first, we hear about the history of interventions 
against Haiti and the latest iteration which includes using Black nations as a cover.

11/30/2023 7:00 pm  1 hour

Dreamleapers
Join Harriette for a conversation with Mayor Steven Reed, the first black mayor of Montgomery, Alabama and author of First, 
Best: Lessons in Leadership and Legacy from Today's Civil Rights Movement. 12/2/2023 1:00 pm  1 hour

Vantage Point A Conversation with Dr. Maulana Karenga, creator of Kwanzaa. 12/4/2023 3:00 pm  1 hour

Black Agenda 
Radio

In this week’s segment we learn about Haiti’s Ouanaminthe Canal and other events in that nation. We also have a discussion of the 
rights to victim services for crime survivors in New York State. First we hear about efforts to bring relief to Gaza and the 
connection to national and international politics.

12/4/2023 7:00 pm  1 hour

Dreamleapers Join Harriette for a conversation with Sheila Bridges, Interior Designer, Creative Director, Author, TV Host, Product Designer. 12/09/2023 1:00 pm  1 hour

Dreamleapers
Ambassador Nicole Avant served as the 13 th U.S. Ambassador to The Bahamas after being nominated by President Barack 
Obama and unanimously confirmed by The U.S. Senate, becoming the youngest as well as the first African American woman to 
hold the position.

12/16/2023 1:00 pm  1 hour

Vantage Point A Conversation with Dr. Maulana Karenga, creator of Kwanzaa. 12/18/2023 3:00 pm  1 hour

Black Agenda 
Radio

In this week’s segment we hear about how Palm Springs, California officials destroyed a Black community in the 1960s, Haiti’s 
history of resistance, and the struggle for self-determination in Guinea-Bissau. But first we have late breaking news about the 
release of Venezuelan diplomat Alex Saab from U.S. custody.

12/21/2023 7:00 pm  1 hour

Dreamleapers
Join Harriette for a conversation with Scott Shigeoka, an influential author and sought-after speaker with a forthcoming book titled 
"Seek: How Curiosity Can Transform Your Life and Change the World ''. 12/30/2023 1:00 pm  1 hour

Health Issues
Mind Field Interview with Dr. Afiya Mbilishaka and Dr. Evan August about black beauty and black health. 10/04/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Quantum Medicine

Today Dr Kokayi is interviewed by Tony Bates about his upcoming webinar later in the day from 7 to 10 PM..."Your Immunity 
and Winter in America".  Some of the proceeds will be shared with WBAI.  Dr Kokayi's webinar is largely being conducted as a 
counterpoint to all the arguments about vaxxing and boosting, not doing any of these, and the confusion this has created for the 
public.  Dr Kokayi addresses more fundamental questions about  the nature of our reality,  the human make up, and the importance 
of innate immunity.  And while the latter is generally thought of in terms of biochemical parameters Dr Kokayi expands the 
understanding of what constitutes immunity to look at the role that Consciousness and the bioenergetic field play in maintaining 
health.  

10/10/2023 2:00 pm  1/2 hour

Mind Field Interview with Sister Shai Hankins and Brother John L Gray about African holistic health. 10/11/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour
Take Charge of 
Your Health

Immunity and how our lungs and stress affect immunity.
10/12/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Trauma Code
Conversation on misinformation in mainstream media as well as on the state of the disastrous collapsed healthcare system in 
#Gaza, amidst unprecidented mass casualties and injuries. 10/16/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Take Charge of 
Your Health

Kidney function - one out of 10 people worldwide have kidney disease. In poor neighborhoods, dialysis centers are very prevalent. 
most have no symptoms until 90% of functions are gone. 10/19/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour
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Trauma Code Dr. S. Al Sur a Surgeon from Gaza speaks of  The Crisis in Gaza. Trauma in Gaza 10/23/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour
Take Charge of 
Your Health

Dr. Jason Pond states there is a cure for Diabetes and Kidney diseases. Dr. Pond is the author of The Obesity Code and the 
Completed Guide to Fasting. 10/26/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Trauma Code Women Surgeons have better outcomes than Men Surgeons. 10/30/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour
Mind Field Interview with Tony Mitchellson and Layding Kaliba about the need to integrate art with medicine. 11/01/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Trauma Code
Gun Country by Andrew C. McGevitt from the University of North Carolina Press. Gun Country recasts the story of guns in 
postwar America as one of Cold War and racial anxieties, unfettered capitalism, and exceptional violence that continues to haunt us 
to this day. Author Andrew C. McKevitt is John D. Winters Endowed Professor of History at Louisiana Tech University.

11/06/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Quantum Medicine

Today Dr Kokayi speaks with Systar Myrah Moss, internationally known in the metaphysical community for her understanding of 
the way Cosmic non physical realities affect what is happening here on Earth.  From the mainstream perspective this is a totally out 
the box perspective but it stands on the shoulders of civilizations that have come and gone.  The current state of affairs that 
humanity finds itself in, is not new,  and reflects an experience, an engagement with reality that prior civilizations have pursued 
with the inevitable outcome of dissolution; that is the pursuit of power and dominance.   Systar Moss shares her unique perspective 
on this as seen from the vantage point of the astrology that she practiced for decades.   

11/07/2023 2:00 pm  1/2 hour

Take Charge of 
Your Health

TCOYH interviews Dr. Z on prostate pathologies. 18 million were diagnosed with benign hypertrophy enlargement and 
hyperplasia (benign tumor) of the prostate. 11/09/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Trauma Code

Today on Trauma Code: Unveiling Distressing Trends In a span of two years, Dr. Barksdale operated on gunshot wounds in 70 
children, with 30% returning to the hospital due to repeat firearm injuries. The majority of these victims were young Black boys 
aged 6 to 16. Additionally, a significant portion of this group faced mental health challenges, marked by suicide attempts and major 
depressive episodes.

11/13/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Take Charge of 
Your Health

Dr. Z - Cultural activity and digestion - 70 million people complaining of digestive problems.
11/16/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Mind Field Interview Peace Health Center. Dr. Shadidi B. Kinsey innovative acupuncture technic. 11/22/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Trauma Code
About Sudan with Dahlia AL Ah Main. The heavy artillery fire bombardments in Sudan over the weekend between rival military 
groups in open warfare in a battle for power. Millions of people in Darfur are sheltering. 11/27/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Mind Field Repairing, Renewing, Remaking Our World 11/29/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour
Take Charge of 
Your Health

Relationship of hormones to our body, our health, mind our fertility with 700,000 hysterectomies per year due too excessive 
bleeding. 11/30/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Trauma Code Front Line Doctors in Gaza with Tarik Lubani 12/04/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour
Take Charge of 
Your Health

Younger males and females have a lot of confusion in relationship with their health. Today we focus on younger women and 
PMS. Over 80% of young women have pain monthly.

12/07/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Trauma Code Hospitals in Gaza with Tarek Loubani. The Crisis continues. 12/11/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour
Take Charge of 
Your Health

Interview Dr. Allan Warshowsky on fibrois. 30-70% of females will get fibroids.
12/14/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Take Charge of 
Your Health

Take Charge of Your Health looks back at the year 2023 in health. 12/28/2023 2:00 pm  1 hour

Environment

Eco-Logic
All animals are fascinating, some more than others – biologist Dr. Abby Hafer is our guest talking about Fascinating Animals. In 
our news: Holtec wastewater dump loophole, save energy while cooking spaghetti, melting sea ice and Emperor Penguins, and 
global warming stops photosynthesis.

10/04/2023 10:00 am 1 hour

Lopate at Large Dr. Peter Gleick is a leading scientist, innovator, and communicator on global water and climate issues. He co-founded the Pacific 
Institute in Oakland; today he talks about his book The Three Ages of Water, with Leonard Lopate.

10/05/2023 1:00 pm 1 hour

Green Street News
This week on GSN Patti and Doug talk about our diminishing water aquifers and microplastic particles in the clouds and the rain. 
Then NRDC's Dan Raichel talks about neonic pesticides, their devastating impact on our environment and our health, and the 10/06/2023 2:00 pm 1/2 hour

Eco-Logic FARM BILL 10/11/2023 10:00 am 1 hour

Eco-Logic
Focusing on nutrition and health is Jannie Wolff, founder of The Good News Foundation and gallery owner and director of YES 
Gallery in Hoboken, developing a pilot project "Education = Power In Choice (EPIC): Empowering Communities Through Food 
System Education" in Jersey City.

11/01/2023 10:00 am 1 hour

Green Street News
This week on GSN Patti and Doug talk about our diminishing water aquifers and microplastic particles in the clouds and the rain. 
Then NRDC's Dan Raichel talks about neonic pesticides, their devastating impact on our environment and our health, and the 
proposed legislation in New York to limit their indiscriminate use.

10/06/2023 2:00 pm 1/2 hour

Green Street News The Science of Spin by Laura Vandenberg talks with Doug and Patty Wood about how spin LIES about science. 10/20/2023 2:00 pm 1/2 hour

Eco-Logic
Our guests this week are Jess Conard of Beyond Plastics, resident of East Palestine, Ohio; and Joel Kupferman from the NYC 
Environmental Justice Initiative, formerly known as the Environmental Law and Justice Project, to talk about the after-effects of the 
“controlled burn” in East Palestine, Ohio, after the Norfolk-Southern derailment.

11/08/2023 10:00 am 1 hour

Eco-Logic

This illuminating film documents the largest radioactive waste spill in U.S. history—a national tragedy that received little attention. 
With the sound of a thunderclap, 94 million gallons of water contaminated with uranium mining waste broke through a United 
Nuclear Corporation storage dam in 1979. The water poured into the Puerco River in New Mexico—the main water supply for the 
Navajo (Diné) Indians that live along the river, and a tributary of the major source of water for L.A. Navajo ranchers, their 
children, and farm animals waded through The River That Harms .  

11/15/2023 10:00 am 1 hour
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Eco-Logic

Protests against Cop City have been met with tear gas and extraordinary police presence. The militarization of the police has been a 
common topic on WBAI, including Eco-Logic. Most police officers do not carry tear gas. The fact that Atlanta police brought tear 
gas to an ordinary protest contradicts the first amendment of the United States and shows Atlanta’s attitude toward its own citizens 
that disagree with their policies. This same police force gets “credit” for being the first U.S. police force to murder an unarmed 
environmentalist, Manuel Esteban Paez Terán, known as Tortuguita, on January 18, 2023.

11/22/2023 10:00 am 1 hour

Green Street News
On this edition of Green Street News, Patti and Doug talk about detergent pods, declining sperm counts and the sordid story of the 
corrupt Monsanto corporation, which created a highly toxic, cancer-causing pesticide and then developed GMO crops that were 
resistant to it, as told by best-selling investigative reporter and author Carey Gillam.

11/24/2023 2:00 pm 1/2 hour

Eco-Logic

Many groups work with the natural cycles of Earth and Sun, such as Homeless Persons Memorial Day, taking place on the winter 
solstice, which is December 21st this year, and highlights the struggles of the marginalized in our society. Helping others is a huge 
theme of holiday times. Getting away from what do I get and what do I give and moving to what can I do for others is the real 
spirit of the Eco-holidays.

11/29/2023 10:00 am 1 hour

Eco-Logic

Food workers are on the front lines of climate change and food sources around the world are in trouble. It’s important to know the 
full story of how our food gets to us. The TV show “From Scratch” literally travelled around the world to help us do that. David 
Moscow is the host of “From Scratch”, which explores the planet's complex and interconnected food supply, which came about 
because David wanted to use his acting career (“Big”, “Newsies”, etc.) to make the world better. Not many TV shows have books, 
but this one does! Jon Moscow, David’s father, joined him in bringing the stories and some recipes to book form.

12/06/2023 10:00 am 1 hour

Green Street News Plastic bottle - What's hidden? 12/08/2023 2:00 pm 1/2 hour

Eco-Logic

PFAS are referred to as “forever chemicals” because they do not degrade. Legally, they do not have to be labelled, even though 
they create a huge number of devastating health and environmental consequences. They are only recently becoming a political 
issue, yet our guests have been working on this issue for at least 8 years. The EPA has been both a help and a hindrance. We’ll 
hear about solutions and examples of victories we've already gotten.

12/13/2023 10:00 am 1 hour

Green Street News
What chemicals are in our food supply? This week on GSN, Patti and Doug talk about the COP 28 debacle, the plastic recycling 
hoax and state bans on PFAS chemicals. Then Jackie Bowen, executive director of Clean Label Project, talks about the 
organization's mission to clean up our food supply using data, science, and transparency, starting with baby food.

12/15/2023 2:00 pm 1/2 hour

Green Street News
This week on GSN, Patti and Doug talk about the COP 28 debacle, the plastic recycling hoax and state bans on PFAS chemicals. 
Then Jackie Bowen, executive director of Clean Label Project, talks about the organization's mission to clean up our food supply 
using data, science, and transparency, starting with baby food.

12/29/2023 2:00 pm 1/2 hour

Peace and 
Justice

Building Bridges Building Bridges Radio was produced by Mimi Rosenberg and Ken Nash. , Listen to UAW Pres. Shawn Fain & Rally With 
Labor/Community Supporters TO STAND UP STRIKE! From the Flint Sit-Down Strike 36-37 to the STAND-UP STRIKE for 
Workers Power

10/02/2023 7:00 pm 1 hour

Driving Forces Jose Martinez, transportation reporter for THE CITY, joins Jeff and Celeste to discuss his coverage of fatal MTA subway surfing 
incidents. What else is going on in our transit system? Call in to share your questions and thoughts

10/05/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

On The Ground

The governments of the United States and Europe support–with words and weapons–genocide against Gaza. But people all over 
the earth say, We Stand with Palestine. And two new books by the historian, Gerald Horne, offer an overview of his vast body of 
historical research, and why the last 500 years of slavery, colonialism and racism have everything to do with today. Listen past 
signoff music to hear BONUS CONTENT.

10/13/2023 9:00 am 1 hour

Building Bridges Building Bridges: produced by Ken Nash and Mimi Rosenberg present, Eyewitness Account, New Evidence Revealed on IDF 
Assassination of

10/16/2023 7:00 pm 1 hour

Lopate at Large Lopate today talks with the author of the book WRONG How Media, Politics, and Identity Drive our Appetite for Misinformation 
by Dannagal Goldthwaite Young.

10/17/2023 1:00 pm 1 hour

Driving Forces On the October 19, 2023 episode of Driving Forces on WBAI 99.5 FM, hosts Celeste Katz Marston and Jeff Simmons focused 
on the surge of book bans across the country.

10/19/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

Driving Forces On this episode of Driving Forces, guest host Carlos Menchaca and host Jeff Simmons discussed the upcoming General Elections 
in New York.

10/26/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

Black Agenda 
Radio

In this week’s segment we discuss US policy towards Israel and Palestine, how it effects African states, the global majority, and 
domestic politics. But first we hear about the history of that region as it pertains to the US, and the international implications of US 
actions.

11/02/2023 7:00 pm 1 hour

Building Bridges
Building Bridges Producers Mimi Rosenberg and Ken Nash present, Stop the Genocide in Gaza & Free Palestine From the River 
to the Sea, featuring Khaled Elgindy, Director of Middle East Institute, Omar Suleiman, Prof Islamic Studies at Southern 
Methodist University.

11/06/20237:00 pm 1 hour

Driving Forces A talk about antisemitism against the backdrop of the Israel-Palestine conflict. 11/09/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

Black Agenda 
Radio

In this week’s segment we discuss U.S. and Israeli war crimes in Gaza, and the UN’s inability to live up to its own human rights 
charter. But first we talk about incarceration in the U.S. and the imposition of the sentence life without parole, which is death by 
incarceration. The UN Human Rights Committee declared that the U.S. should end this practice.

11/09/2023 7:00 pm 1 hour

Building Bridges Mimi Rosenberg and Ken Nash producers of Building Bridges present :, US Labor Stands With Palestinian Workers Demanding 
AFL-CIO Support CEASEFIRE NOW; Report From Hebron - Palestinians Say "We Fight to Live"!

11/13/20237:00 pm 1 hour
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Driving Forces A look at the Stand Up Against Jewish Hate campaign against antisemitism and a retrospective on the March for Israel. 11/16/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

Driving Forces
Amid all of the controversies involving US Congressman George Santos, and this week's move to expel him from Congress, a 
new books is out by Mark Chiusano: The Fabulist: The Lying, Hustling, Grifting, Stealing & Very American Legend of George 
Sant

11/30/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

Building Bridges UAW Sparks Fire for Working Class Power & Calls for Ceasefire; CUNY Alumni Demand Divestment 12/11/20237:00 pm 1 hour

Driving Forces Celeste and Jeff talk with two NYC reporters about their coverage this year of Mayor Eric Adams' administration and Rikers Island 12/14/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

On The Ground Gerald Horne, Voices from Palestine, American University Journalist Professor Zane El Almeen. 12/15/2023 9:00 pm 1 hour
Building Bridges The Jenin Freedom Theatre Stands Defiant After Israeli Raid 12/25/20237:00 pm 1 hour

Driving Forces Celeste and Jeff bring back excerpts from some key guest interviews over the year - discussing education, the migrant surge, 
Rikers Island/solitary confinement, and media trust

12/28/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

On The Ground

This is part two of our look back at 2023, which, as we stated in part one, was a year of resistance. Key to that resistance was 
telling the true history of exploitation of the Global South by U.S. and European imperialist powers. 2023 marked 75 years since 
the 1948 Nakba genocide in Palestine, 50 years since the bloody U.S.-backed coup of Salvador Allende in Chile, and 200 years of 
the deadly U.S. Monroe Doctrine. With Ben Norton, Juan Gonzalez, Bassolma Bazie, and Yasmin from Maryland2Palestine. 

12/29/2023 9:00 am 1 hour

Women and 
Family

Housing Notebook Topics of general interest to tenants, especially the beginning of heat season & the start of the rent hikes put in place by Eric 
Adams's Rent Guidelines Board

10/02/2023 8:00 pm 1 hour

Lopate at Large

Abortion pills have made safe medication abortion possible for millions of people around the world, even in the most restrictive 
circumstances. In this timely book, Sydney Calkin illustrates the profound, transformative promise of these pills—which are safe, 
effective, and responsible for a sharp decline in maternal mortality. Abortion Pills Go Global author Sydney Calkin talks with 
Leonard Lopate about the widespread practice of safe, self-managed medication abortion.

10/04/2023 1:00 pm 1 hour

Driving Forces Animal love and loss, and overcrowded city animal shelters 10/12/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

Housing Notebook

New rent guidelines for leases beginning between 10/1/23 & 9/30/24: in NYC, for apartments & lofts 3% for a 1-year lease, 
2.75% for the 1st year of a 2-year lease & for the 2nd year, 3.25% of the amount lawfully charged in the first year, excluding any 
increases other than the first-year guideline increase; no increase for SROs, rooming houses, & hotels. Nassau County: ZERO and 
ZERO for 1- & 2-year leases for the Village of Hempstead, 1% & 2% for the rest of the county; Westchester county: 1% for 1 
year, 2% for 2 years; Rockland County: 0.0% for 1 year, 0.50% for 2 years; Kingston: ZERO and ZERO for 1- & 2-year leases.

10/16/2023 8:00 pm 1 hour

Joy of Resistance Struggle of women for full equality - JOR talks to Laura Valle-Gutierrez on the childcare crisis. 10/19/2023 11:00 am 1 hour

Joy of Resistance
Joy of Resistance began its Thursday, November 2nd, 11:00 AM program with a preview of abortion rights issues that will be 
on the ballot in six states  this coming election day—as the crisis in abortion access continues in the U.S. in the wake of last 
year's overturn or Roe v Wade. JOR's November 9 show , will present a post-election summary and analysis.

11/02/2023 :00 am 1 hour

Housing Notebook
Tuesday November 7 is Election Day. Scott Sommer was joined by longtime tenant activist Michael McKee, Treasurer of 
TenantsPAC, with info on what tenants needed to know before voting. Polls are open 6:00 AM - 9:00 PM in New York; to find 
your polling place in NYC go to: https://findmypollsite.vote.nyc/

11/06/2023 8:00 pm 1 hour

Joy of Resistance The Abortion rights struggle in the U.S., from the current recent win in Ohio, to the long term struggle win back and expand this 
right since the overturn of Roe v Wade on June 24, 2022.

11/02/2023 :00 am 1 hour

Housing Notebook

Heat season is in full swing. How is your heat? Scott Sommer hosted a program about take heat and hot water, along with other 
updates for tenants. With listener calls.. New rent guidelines for leases beginning between 10/1/23 & 9/30/24: in NYC, for 
apartments & lofts 3% for a 1-year lease, 2.75% for the 1st year of a 2-year lease & for the 2nd year, 3.25% of the amount lawfully 
charged in the first year, excluding any increases other than the first-year guideline increase; no increase for SROs, rooming 
houses, & hotels. Nassau County: ZERO and ZERO for 1- & 2-year leases for the Village of Hempstead, 1% & 2% for the rest of 
the county; Westchester county: 1% for 1 year, 2% for 2 years; Rockland County: 0.0% for 1 year, 0.50% for 2 years; Kingston: 
ZERO and ZERO for 1- & 2-year leases.

11/13/2023 8:00 pm 1 hour

Max Poliotics

Dr. Basil Smikle Jr. is a Distinguished Lecturer and Director of the Public Policy Program at the Roosevelt House Public Policy 
Institute at Hunter College.  He also lectures at Columbia University in the School of International and Public Affairs and Teachers 
College.  With over 15 years in higher education and 25 years of a career dedicated to public service, Basil regularly shares insights 
on electoral politics, governance, and public policy on national media outlets such as MSNBC, CNN, and Bloomberg TV. 

11/17/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

Housing Notebook
In Massachusetts, a broad-based coalition of tenants and community groups is fighting to reinstate rent control and eviction 
protections, which were banned by a voter referendum in 1994. Scott Sommer was joined by Carolyn Chou of Homes for All 
Massachusetts to hear all about the crisis in housing and the campaign for sane housing policies.

11/20/2023 8:00 pm 1 hour

Driving Forces Jeff speaks with people who lost loved ones in 2024, starting with a professor from Columbia University on coping with loss 
during the holidays.

11/23/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

Max Poliotics Housing and Zoning in NYC 11/24/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour
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Housing Notebook

Governor Kathy Hochul has not yet signed into law four bills that have passed the legislature and would combat apartment 
warehousing and fight ongoing landlord greed. Scott Sommer was joined by those who are leading the campaign to get the 
Governor to sign the bills before the end of the year and put an end to warehousing, so listeners could learn more and find out 
what they can do.

12/04/2023 8:00 pm 1 hour

Joy of Resistance Why is ERA needed to fight for women? Wendy Murphy will explain what exactly is in the ERA that will give women equal 
rights.

12/07/2023 11:00 am 1 hour

Housing Notebook
This past weekend tenant activists from across the state came together for the Housing Justice for All Annual Convention to plan 
for the coming year. There's lots to do!  Scott Sommer hosted a recap and talk about the coming year with Darius Gordon, 
Executive Director of Met Council, and Met Council's Program Director, Andrea Shapiro.

12/11/2023 8:00 pm 1 hour

Joy of Resistance

JOR interviews Chavisa Woods, author of 100 Times: A Memoir of Sexism. Recounting her experiences with sexist 
discrimination, sexual harassment, and sexual violence—beginning in childhood, through the present—Woods lays out clear and 
unflinching personal vignettes that build in intensity as the number of times grows. Individually, and especially taken as a whole, 
these stories amount to powerful proof that sexual violence and discrimination are never just one-time occurrences, but part of a 
constant battle all women face every day.

12/14/2023 11:00 am 1 hour

Economics
Economic Update Professor Wolff discusses the ongoing relevance of the importance of Marxism. 10/04/2023 6:30 pm 1/2 hour

Economic Update 
Professor Wolff takes a look at the federal program of rent control, analyzes the conflict between the United States and China, and 
how it affects the way the US allies are re-evaluating their relationships in the world. Drunk SHortage. Professor Wolff takes a 
deep dive into Inequality in the USA, and how and why it grew.

10/18/2023 6:30 pm 1/2 hour

Economic Update Professor Richard Wolff talks about the Union efforts at Starbucks and the United Auto Workers' fight for better wages. Professor 
Wolff talks with Eleanor Goldfield about the Red Wood Forest.

10/25/2023 6:30 pm 1/2 hour

Max Politics Ben Max interviews Adrian Adams, the speaker of the NY City Council. Ben Max interviews Brad Lander the Comptroller of 
New York about the NYC Budget 2024.

10/27/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

The Ralph Nader 
Radio Hour

Ralph Nader Radio Hour: Ralph welcomes back public interest advocate Donald Cohen to discuss the long history of corporate 
propaganda covering corporate greed, and his new book Corporate Bullsh*t: Exposing the Lies and Half-Truths That Protect 
Profit, Power, and Wealth in America. 

11/12/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

The Ralph Nader 
Radio Hour

Robert Weissman, Public Citizen president, and Joan Claybrook, Public Citizen president emeritus, investigate how giant 
corporations corrupt the policy-making process to block reforms favored by overwhelming majorities of the American people, and 
to enrich themselves through far-reaching corporate welfare schemes.

11/19/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

The Ralph Nader 
Radio Hour

Ralph welcomes back Chuck Collins, heir to the Hormel fortune and cofounder of Patriotic Millionaires to discuss his latest report 
“The True Cost of Billionaire Philanthropy” which asks the question, “Would society be better off if billionaires just kept their 
money and paid their fair share of taxes?”

12/02/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour

The Ralph Nader 
Radio Hour

The Rebellious CEO: 12 Leaders Who Did It Right is Ralph Nader's New book. In this episode, we profile three CEO's...Andy 
Shallal, owner of the restaurant “Busboys and Poets,” John Bogle, founder of the Vanguard Group, and Robert Townsend, 
iconoclastic CEO of Avis Rent-a-Car and author of the classic business book “Up The Organization!”

12/23/2023 5:00 pm 1 hour


